
diplomatic
[͵dıpləʹmætık] a

1. дипломатический
diplomatic agent - дипломатический представитель
diplomatic courier /messenger/ - дипломатический курьер
diplomatic corps /body/ - дипломатический корпус
diplomatic immunity - дипломатическая неприкосновенность /-ий иммунитет/
diplomatic mail - дипломатическая почта
diplomatic relations /intercourse/ - дипломатические отношения
diplomatic service - дипломатическая служба

2. 1) дипломатичный, обходительный; тактичный
diplomatic conduct - дипломатичноеповедение
diplomatic answer - дипломатичный ответ
he knows how to be diplomatic - он умеет быть дипломатичным

2) ловкий, действующий в своих интересах
3. 1) дипломатический, относящийся к дипломатике
2) точно воспроизводящий оригинал; текстуальный, буквальный

diplomatic copy - точная копия

Apresyan (En-Ru)

diplomatic
dip·lo·mat·ic BrE [ˌdɪpləˈmætɪk] NAmE [ˌdɪpləˈmætɪk] adjective

1. connected with managing relations between countries (= ↑diplomacy )

• a diplomatic crisis
• Attempts are being made to settle the dispute by diplomatic means.
• to break off/establish/restore diplomatic relations with a country
2. havingor showing skill in dealing with people in difficult situations

Syn:↑tactful

• a diplomatic answer
• You could try being a little more diplomatic this time.

Derived Word: ↑diplomatically

 
Word Origin:
[diplomatic diplomatically ] early 18th cent. (in the sense ‘relating to official documents’): from modern Latin diplomaticus and
French diplomatique, from Latin diploma from Greek diplōma ‘folded paper’ , from diploun ‘to fold’, from diplous ‘double’ . n.
sense 1 (late 18th cent.) is probably due to the publication of the Codex Juris Gentium Diplomaticus (1695), a collection of originals
of important public documents, many of which dealt with international affairs.
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diplomatic
dip lo mat ic /ˌdɪpləˈmætɪk◂/ BrE AmE adjective

[Date: 1700-1800; Language: French; Origin: diplomatique, from Latin diploma; ⇨↑diploma]

1. relating to or involvingthe work of diplomats:
Diplomatic efforts to end the fighting began on October 25.

2. diplomatic relations/ties the arrangement between two countries that each should keep representatives at an↑embassy in the

other’s country
establish/break off diplomatic relations

The two countries established diplomatic relations last year.
3. dealing with people politely and skilfully without upsetting them SYN tactful:

They were always very diplomatic with awkward clients.
a diplomatic answer

—diplomatically /-kli/ adverb:
Maria handled the situation very diplomatically.

• • •
COLLOCATIONS
■nouns

▪ diplomatic activity The attacks led to intensive international diplomatic activity.
▪ a diplomatic mission He was sent to France three times on diplomatic missions.
▪ diplomatic sources (=people supplying diplomats with information) According to diplomatic sources, up to 300 people were
killed in the violence.
▪ diplomatic effortsDiplomatic efforts to end the fighting began on October 15th.
▪ diplomatic pressure Riots followed and there was diplomatic pressure on the government to assert its authority.
▪ a diplomatic initiative (=plan or process) Havanalaunched a diplomatic initiative to establish its own ties with Latin American
governments.
▪ diplomatic channels (=diplomatic methods used for achieving something) The President said that he hoped the situation
could be resolvedby diplomatic channels.
▪ diplomatic recognition (=acceptance that a government or organization has official authority) Beijing's diplomatic
recognition of South Korea
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